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Age 2+



Colour in the sea scene
Age 2+



Draw your own Octopus
Age 3+



The plural of Octopus is Octopi...                   

Octopi love to hide!                                       

Hiding keeps Octopi safe...                            

How many Octopi can you find in the picture?

Did you know?

Age 4+
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Age 5+
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On a different piece of paper, 

Turtle 
Whale
Dolphin 
Sea-snake

1.
make a list of FOUR animals that live in the sea

 For example...

 

A turtle lives in a shell  
A whale sings songs 
A dolphin surfs the waves
A sea snake slithers to find fish 

3.  For each animal, use a verb (a doing word) 
to show what it does...

 

A turtle is greedy and green
A whale is wonderful and wise
A dolphin is quick and intelligent
A sea snake is sneaky and slim 

2. For each animal, write down two adjectives
(describing words) in a sentence like this... 

 

4. Use your adjectives and verbs to make verses
that look like this...

Knock Knock, who's there?
A turtle! A turtle who?
A turtle who is greedy and green 
and lives in a shell  
 
Knock Knock, who's there
A whale! A whale who?
A whale who is wonderful and wise 
and sings songs

Age 6+



Knock Knock, who's there?
A turtle! A turtle who?

A turtle who is greedy and green 
and lives in a shell, as the sea can be mean 

 
Knock Knock, who's there?

A whale! A whale who?
A whale who is wonderful and wise 
and sings songs like long sad sighs

 
Knock Knock, who's there?
A dolphin! A dolphin who?

A dolphin who is quick and intelligent
and surfs the waves, so slick and so elegant

 
Knock Knock, who's there?

A sea snake! A sea snake who?
A sea snake who is sneaky and slim 

and slithers to find fish, with the cheekiest grin!

Example Rap



Knock Knock, who's there?                                                                        

A ____________________! A ____________________ who?                      
                                                                                                                 
A ____________________ who  is __________ and ____________           

and ___________________________________________________
                                                                                                                  

Knock Knock, who's there?                                                                        

A ____________________! A ____________________ who?               
                                                                                                                 
A ____________________ who is __________ and ____________   

and ___________________________________________________
    

5. Now write your own full rap, one verse for each animal...
 



Knock Knock, who's there?                                                                        

A ____________________! A ____________________ who?                      
                                                                                                                 
A ____________________ who  is __________ and ____________           

and ___________________________________________________
                                                                                                                  

Knock Knock, who's there?                                                                        

A ____________________! A ____________________ who?               
                                                                                                                 
A ____________________ who is __________ and ____________   

and ___________________________________________________
    


